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Custom Storage Solutions
for Peak Performance

Masterpiece Closets and
Storage Solutions

by Karen LeBlanc

Kitchens, closets and guest rooms play multiple roles in the modern home, made
possible by custom storage solutions that prime every inch of square footage for
peak performance. Today’s consumer expects living spaces to do double duty,
morphing to meet specific and ever-changing needs. The kitchen is a stage for
cooking and socializing, the closet becomes a sanctuary and showcase and the
guest room makes a night-and-day transformation to host a multitude of activities. To make the most of our constantly evolving living spaces, we explore
several rooms in the home that benefit from custom storage solutions.

The Closet Reincarnates:
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tree-like watch holder that rotates, keeping

tions as an en-suite living room, complete
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the watches wound and ready to wear.

with seating, beverage service and unique

play shelves, glass top islands, vanity areas

Brendan O’Mahony, principal designer at

amenities. The recent report Insight Into

and lounge seating, create a space to dress,

Cabinetry Creations, Inc., says personal

the Residential Luxury Property Market by

showcase and socialize. Velart Closets, a

safes also are popular custom storage

Christie’s International Real Estate notes:

South Florida company, designed one such

requests in the closet. “We are designing

“Closets are no longer confined spaces.

trophy closet to showcase clothes and con-

safes into the cabinetry and disguising

The closet is really another room, not a

tents with cabinetry clad in faux crocodile

them so that only the homeowners can

storage center, and has become almost

skin embossed eco vinyl, a glass top island

identify them,” he says.
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displaying designer watches and glass dis-

“More and more people are realizing

play cases for designer
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Often, the closet serves as a dressing

Cabinetry Creations, Inc.,

room with custom storage amenities includ-

based in Orlando, recently

ing rotating clothes racks; open shelving

designed a closet to show-

to showcase shoes and/or purses with

case a client’s extensive

lighting and/or glass doors; hampers, tie,

designer watch collection.

belt and accessories racks; pullout col-

Two rotating, glass, tower

umns and accessory cabinets.

display cases bookend the

“Clients are requesting custom storage

closet island, each with an

for everyday life. I recently had a client

Dynamic Closet

Häfele’s Docking
Drawer System

specifically request a closet system that
could hold the most soccer balls to accommodate their son’s sports gear,” says Krista
Agapito, regional sales manager, S&W
Kitchens.
Ted notes the growing popularity of
European-styled

closets

with

open

designs and floating shelves. To meet
market demand, Häfele launched the
Coloma system, a concealed, floating system that hides mounting hardware and
brackets either behind shelves and drawers or within very narrow, vertical mounting channels with three-way adjustability.
Coloma hardware, tailored for closet
and storage options, can be adjusted up
and down, in and out, or side to side to better suit specific needs and design. The
Coloma line also has closet rods that
suspend from shelves making clothes
appear to float with other accessories and
cabinetry.
Ted also notes that he is seeing spare
bedrooms converted to closets. And other
areas of the home are getting customized
storage solutions as well.
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The Kitchen Takes
Center Stage:

RICKIE AGAPITO

RICKIE AGAPITO

(Left): Pull-out shelves by S&W Kitchens designer
Larissa Hicks. (Center): Pantry by S&W Kitchens
designer Larissa Hicks. (Right): Fineline™ Kitchen
Accessories by Häfele

ceiling shelves and a built-in sliding lad-

for customized storage. “Just the fact that

der to access upper storage. The lower

wine is now getting its own room shows

Today’s kitchen is both a workhorse and

cabinets have interior pull-outs to access

how important the separation of storage is

showpiece and the countertop plays a

the deep recesses, making use of “blind

changing. A wine room can provide an

demanding role. In the kitchen, the Chris-

corners” in base cabinets. Cabinetry hard-

area to entertain that is not in the kitchen

tie’s luxury real estate report noted that

ware, such as Häfele’s Fineline Kitchen

and provides a place for liquor, glasses,

“when entertaining, guests want to watch

Accessories, a patent-pending design

wine and even refrigeration, which in-turn

their hosts in action. As a result, they tend

crafted of wood and fine metal, also cap-

can free up space in the kitchen, allowing

to congregate in the kitchen, which then

tures functional storage space with pull-

more of the much-needed storage there to

grows in stature with spectator seating

out units.

be properly utilized,” Krista notes.

and elegant design.” The report calls

Wine rooms with seating and tasting

Wine Gets A Room:

tables or bars and refrigeration double as

Customized storage solutions preserve as

Where once a simple wine rack in the

another entertainment space. For those

much functional surface area as possible

kitchen sufficed, the latest floor plans give

with limited square footage, subterranean

with an eye toward the untapped poten-

vino its own room, making the space ripe

cellars are an option. These spiral under-

tial of space. Cabinetry Creations, Inc.
recently designed a kitchen with appliance storage underneath the staircase.
“The kitchen had two giant islands and
we created a kitchen space that wasn’t
there,” Brendan says.
Other popular storage amenities include
drawers with peg systems for plate storage,
cellphone charger stations, and touch-toopen or electronically controlled opening
systems for cabinetry. S&W Kitchens
recently designed a pantry to maximize
every inch of available space with floor-to50
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Wine Room by
S & W Kitchens Designer
Kristin Rutkowski.

RICKIE AGAPITO

kitchen counter space “prime real estate.”

Subterranean
Spiral Cellar

GENUWINE
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ground cellars, capable of holding up to

ever, red wines are supposed to be at 65

1900 bottles of wine in full cellaring con-

degrees, which is not room temperature,”

ditions, are fabricated from limestone and

Brendan says, who has a wine cellar set

precast concrete modules and can be fitted

up in his showroom with three different

into the ground below a property or above

temperature controls. To keep humidity

ground within a basement or crawlspace.

levels in check, adding a decorative

“The best wine room is one that is

humidifier such as tabletop, wall mounted

already temperature controlled. You can

or floor fountain helps maintain humidity

have a wine chiller for white wines; how-

levels of 55 to 75 percent and temperatures at 55 to 58 degrees. “It’s also important to have individual bottle storage and
case storage,” he adds.

The Guest Room Differs
Night & Day:
Today’s guest bedroom plays a pivotal role
in daily life rather than just the occasional
overnight host. During the day, it can function as a home office, hobby workshop or
media room. Wall beds provide flex space
for sleeping and tuck away during the day
making way for other activities.
“Home offices and even children’s desk/
play areas are becoming places where
homeowners really feel the need for customized storage. A home office with proper
places for files, possibly a printer on a rollout, and cork board inside the doors, keeps
the space functional and clean,” Krista
says. She recently designed a client’s home
office to better accommodate her jewelrymaking business with shelving to hold
jewelry displays, and a work space with a
wood top, lighting outlets and thin drawers to easily display finished pieces for
potential buyers.
Custom storage solutions unleash the
potential of unused or overlooked spaces.
In the 21st-century, ever-evolving home,
tweaking organizational features can reinvent a space to better accommodate daily
life. “There is so much that can be done
and everyone has unique needs. The challenge is in finding that balance between
beauty, price and function,” Ted says.
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